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ABSTRACT
Two different coupled climate–vegetation models, the Community Climate Model version 3 coupled
to the Integrated Biosphere Simulator (CCM3–IBIS) and the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique’s
climate model coupled to the Organizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems model (LMDz–
ORCHIDEE), are used to study the effects of vegetation dynamics on climate variability. Two sets of simulations of the preindustrial climate are performed using fixed climatological sea surface temperatures: one
set taking into account vegetation cover dynamics and the other keeping the vegetation cover fixed. Spectral
analysis of the simulated precipitation and temperature over land shows that for both models the interactions between vegetation dynamics and the atmosphere enhance the low-frequency variability of the
biosphere–atmosphere system at time scales ranging from a few years to a century. Despite differences in
the magnitude of the signal between the two models, this confirms that vegetation dynamics introduces
a long-term memory into the climate system by slowly modifying the physical characteristics of the land
surface (albedo, roughness evapotranspiration).
Unrealistic modeled feedbacks between the vegetation and the atmosphere would cast doubts on this result.
The simulated feedback processes in the models used in this work are compared to the observed using a recently
developed statistical approach. The models simulate feedbacks of the right sign and order of magnitude over large
regions of the globe: positive temperature feedback in the mid- to high latitudes, negative feedback in semiarid
regions, and positive precipitation feedback in semiarid regions. The models disagree in the tropics, where there is
no statistical significance in the observations. The realistic modeled vegetation–atmosphere feedback gives us
confidence that the vegetation dynamics enhancement of the long-term climate variability is not a model artifact.

1. Introduction
At regional to global scales the distribution of terrestrial ecosystems, as well as their structure and function, strongly depend on climate (Prentice et al. 1992).
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The link between climate and vegetation was already
known in ancient Greece (Woodward 1987) and further
studied in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. More
recently, it has been shown mainly through modeling
work that vegetation itself could affect the atmospheric
circulation through biophysical processes. Vegetation
affects the land surface albedo and thereby determines
the amount of net radiation available for heating the
ground and the lower atmosphere, as well as for evaporating water. Through their rooting system and their
stomatal control on transpiration, plants also strongly
affect evapotranspiration and the partitioning between
latent and sensible heat fluxes. Finally, the height and
density of the vegetation affect the roughness of the land
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surface, which influences the mixing of air close to the
surface thereby influencing sensible and latent cooling
processes.
Most of the early modeling work on the biophysical
influence of vegetation on climate focused on tropical
regions, studying either desertification [starting with
Charney et al. (1975, 1977)], deforestation (e.g., Dickinson
and Henderson-Sellers 1988; Dorman and Sellers 1989;
Lean and Warrilow 1989; Nobre et al. 1991; Hahmann and
Dickinson 1997; Snyder et al. 2004 a,b), or the greening of
desert landscapes during the Holocene (Kutzbach et al.
1996; Texier et al. 1997; Brovkin et al. 1998; de NobletDucoudré et al. 2000). Other studies also looked at the
effects of changing vegetation cover in the mid- to high
latitudes (e.g., Bonan et al. 1992, 1995; Bonan 1997, 1999;
Douville and Royer 1997; Levis et al. 1999) or at the effects
of realistic land-use changes on the climate (Chase et al.
2000; Bounoua et al. 2002; Pielke et al. 2002; Ramankutty
et al. 2006; Voldoire et al. 2007; Pitman et al. 2009).
All these studies addressed the effects of a fixed imposed change in vegetation cover on the mean climate. But
vegetation cover changes continually over time in response
to climate variability. Changes happen at time scales ranging from seasons (for leaf area) to years and even decades
(for vegetation structure and community composition).
Because vegetation affects the water, energy, and momentum balance at the land surface, vegetation dynamics
may be capable of producing long-term variability in the
climate system. This hypothesis was first studied in semiarid areas where vegetation is water limited, like the
Sahel. Over the past few centuries, the climate of the
Sahel has been characterized by a succession of multidecadal dry and wet periods. In the rest of the world,
however, wet and dry spells do not usually exceed 2–5 yr
(Nicholson 2000). In a review of observational and modeling work, Nicholson (2000) showed how vegetation
modulates land–atmosphere interactions by accelerating
or delaying moisture transfer to the atmosphere. With
models of intermediate complexity, Zeng et al. (1999) and
Wang and Eltahir (2000a; 2000b) showed that a change in
the Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) off the coast
of West Africa or an increase in land degradation in the
Sahel (Wang and Eltahir 2000b,c) alone are not sufficient
to cause the persistent drought observed in the region
from the 1970s until recently, unless local feedbacks from
slow changes in the vegetation cover are included.
With a general circulation model (GCM) coupled to
a dynamic vegetation model [i.e., the CCM3–IBIS; Delire
et al. (2002)], and forced by climatological sea surface temperatures, Delire et al. (2004) found that dynamic interactions between the atmosphere and vegetation enhance
precipitation variability on land at time scales from a decade to a century. These interactions introduce persistent
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precipitation anomalies in several ecological transition
zones: between forest and grasslands in the North American Midwest, in South Africa, at the southern limit of the
tropical forest in the Amazon Basin, and between the savanna and desert in the Sahel, Australia, and in portions of
the Arabian Peninsula. In a similar study centered on the
Sahel region, Wang et al. (2004), using the same vegetation
model coupled to the Global Environmental and Ecological Simulation of Interactive Systems (GENESIS) climate
model, showed that vegetation dynamics act as a mechanism of persistence for regional climates. On the other
hand, Crucifix et al. (2005), using version 3 of the Hadley
Centre’s Slab Model (HadSM3) coupled to a slab-ocean
model, found weak impacts of vegetation dynamics on
precipitation variability despite the strong influence of
vegetation dynamics on the surface latent and sensible
heat flux interannual variabilities.
Observations of vegetation feedbacks on the atmosphere at large scales are mostly based on the cross
analysis (with lags) of the climate record and the satellitederived normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
record, giving the evolution over time of vegetation greenness. Lotsch et al. (2003) showed extensive patterns of
joint NDVI–precipitation variability at seasonal scales,
suggesting strong climate–biosphere coupling. Liu et al.
(2006) proposed a method of estimating the strength of
the vegetation–atmosphere feedback using an approach
designed at first to assess ocean–atmosphere feedbacks
(Frankignoul et al. 1998). Using monthly averaged data,
they found that the feedback of vegetation on temperature
is important in the mid- and high latitudes. It is mostly
positive and can explain 10%–25% of the temperature
variability in some regions. The feedback of vegetation on
precipitation happens mostly in the tropics and subtropics,
is much smaller, and explains only 5% of the observed precipitation variance. Using a different statistical technique
and seasonally binned NDVI data available for circa 20 yr,
Alessandri and Navarra (2008) showed that 19% of the
vegetation variance is forced by precipitation while 12%
of the precipitation variance is forced by vegetation. They
also found that the component of rainfall variability forced
by the vegetation is linked to El Niño–Southern Oscillation cycles, with the vegetation acting as a biophysical
memory of ENSO.
Here, we compare the effects of vegetation dynamics of
two completely different coupled atmospheric–vegetation
models, as mentioned above: CCM3–IBIS and LMDz–
ORCHIDEE. We are motivated by the contradiction
between Crucifix et al. (2005), who did not find any significant effects of vegetation dynamics on climate variability with HadSM3 coupled to Top-down Representation
of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics
(TRIFFID) vegetation model, and Delire et al. (2004)
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and Wang et al. (2004), who did find a significant effect
but were using the same vegetation model, IBIS. Using
identical settings, we analyze the two model results and
try to identify similar patterns of behavior and discrepancies in the simulations of vegetation atmosphere feedback processes and the effects of vegetation dynamics on
climate variability. We focus our study on the biophysical
feedbacks, neglecting the biogeochemical feedbacks of
the terrestrial ecosystems on the atmosphere (see Foley
et al. 2003 for a review). Our conclusions regarding the
effects of vegetation dynamics on climate variability could
be questioned if the simulated vegetation–atmosphere
feedbacks were unreasonable. Therefore, we check for the
realism of these feedbacks by comparing the vegetation–
atmosphere feedback efficiency simulated by the two
models to the feedback efficiency derived from data
using the approach of Liu et al. (2006).
Our experimental protocol and chosen diagnostics are
designed to address the following questions:
d

d

Do vegetation dynamics enhance long-term climate
variability in these models?
Are the simulated vegetation feedbacks reasonable in
comparison to the observations? What fraction of the
precipitation and temperature variance is explained
by vegetation feedbacks? How does this compare to
recent conclusions derived from observations?

2. The two coupled atmosphere–vegetation models
a. CCM3–IBIS
CCM3–IBIS is the National Center for Atmospheric
Research’s Community Climate Model, version 3 (CCM3;
Kiehl et al. 1998), coupled with the updated Integrated
Biosphere Simulator (IBIS) land surface model (Foley
et al. 1996; Kucharik et al. 2000).
CCM3 simulates the large-scale physics (radiative transfer, hydrologic cycle, cloud development, thermodynamics)
and dynamics of the atmosphere. In this study we operate
the model at a spectral resolution of T42 (;2.88 3 2.88
grid), with 18 levels in the vertical and a 20-min time step.
The global terrestrial biosphere model IBIS (version 2)
simulates land surface physics, canopy physiology, plant
phenology (budburst and senescence), vegetation dynamics (accumulation and turnover of carbon, and simple
competition between plant functional types), and carbon
cycling. Land surface physics and canopy physiology are
calculated with the atmospheric model time step (20 min).
The plant phenology algorithm has a daily time step and
the vegetation dynamics are solved with an annual time
step. In these simulations, IBIS operates on the same T42
spatial grid as the CCM3 atmospheric model.
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The land surface module in IBIS describes two vegetation layers (i.e., ‘‘trees’’ and ‘‘grasses and shrubs’’) and six
soil layers, to simulate soil temperature, soil water, and soil
ice content over a total depth of 4 m. Physiologically based
formulations of C3 and C4 photosynthesis (Farquhar et al.
1980; Collatz et al. 1992), stomatal conductance (Collatz
et al. 1991), and respiration (Amthor 1984) are used to
simulate canopy gas exchange processes. Budburst and
senescence depend on climatic factors adapted from the
empirical algorithm presented by Botta et al. (2000). The
vegetation dynamics module calculates the evolution of
12 plant functional types (PFTs) that differ in their form
(trees, shrubs, grasses), leaf type (broadleaf or needleleaf),
patterns of leaf display (evergreen or deciduous), photosynthetic pathway (C3 or C4), and climate zone (tropical,
temperate, boreal). A simple set of climatic limits (growing degree-day requirements, cold tolerance limits, and
minimum chilling requirements) determines where each
PFT is allowed to grow. The climatically viable PFTs
compete for light and water and their relative abundance
in each grid cell is based on the annual carbon balance.
Competition between grass types or between tree types
results from differences in carbon allocation, phenology,
leaf type, or photosynthetic pathway. The version of IBIS
used here does not include nitrogen limitations.
IBIS has been tested against site-specific biophysical
measurements from flux towers (Delire and Foley 1999)
and field-level ecological studies (Kucharik et al. 2001;
Senna et al. 2005; Kucharik et al. 2006), as well as spatially extensive ecological (Kucharik et al. 2000) and
hydrological data (Costa and Foley 1997; Lenters et al.
2000). It is used to study the climate, hydrology, and
vegetation of tropical South America (Coe et al. 2002;
Costa et al. 2007; Senna et al. 2009; Coe et al. 2009).
IBIS was coupled to a variety of climate models: the
GENESIS GCM (Levis et al. 1999; 2000), an intermediate complexity model (Wang and Eltahir
2000a), and version 3 of the Regional Climate Model
(RegCM3; Winter et al. 2009). The CCM3–IBIS simulated climate and terrestrial carbon cycles were analyzed
in Delire et al. (2002, 2003).

b. LMDz–ORCHIDEE
LMDz (Hourdin et al. 2006) is the atmospheric component of the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace’s (IPSL)
climate model (Marti et al. 2010). It is run at a resolution
of 3.758 3 2.58, with 19 levels in the vertical.
The dynamic global vegetation model ORCHIDEE
(Krinner et al. 2005) consists of the Schématisation des
Échanges Hydriques à l’Interface Biosphere–Atmosphère
surface–vegetation–atmosphere transfer scheme
(SECHIBA; Ducoudré et al. 1993; De Rosnay and
Polcher 1998) and of the Saclay–Toulouse–Orsay Model
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for the Analysis of Terrestrial Ecosystems carbon module
(STOMATE), which includes the dynamic vegetation
component of the Lund–Potsdam–Jena (LPJ) dynamic
model (Sitch et al. 2003). SECHIBA calculates processes
characterized by short time scales, ranging from a few
minutes to hours, such as energy and water exchanges
between the atmosphere and the terrestrial biosphere,
photosynthesis, as well as the soil water budget. SECHIBA
has a time step similar to that of the atmosphere’s physics
(30 min) in order to simulate the diurnal cycle of the terrestrial biosphere. STOMATE treats daily processes such
as carbon allocation, litter decomposition, soil carbon dynamics, phenology, maintenance, and growth respiration.
Important parameterizations, allowing the dynamic simulation of vegetation distribution, have been taken from
the LPJ global model: processes such as fire, sapling establishment, light competition, tree mortality, and climatic criteria for the introduction and elimination of plant
functional types are integrated into ORCHIDEE, with a
time step of 1 yr. To avoid jumps on 1 January, the distribution of vegetation is updated every day, using climatological and productivity variables smoothed over the
preceding year. ORCHIDEE describes the land surface
as a mosaic of 12 PFTs, as well as bare soil. The definition
of a PFT is based on ecological parameters such as plant
physiognomy (tree or grass), leaves (needleleaf or broadleaf), phenology (evergreen, summergreen, or raingreen)
and photosynthesis type for crops and grasses (C3 or C4).
Relevant biogeochemical parameters are prescribed for
each PFT (Krinner et al. 2005). In the current version of
ORCHIDEE there is no explicit terrestrial nitrogen cycle. However, nitrogen is implicitly taken into account in
the photosynthesis and carbon allocation calculations.
For the carbon allocation, a nitrogen limitation is parameterized as a function of monthly soil moisture and
temperature, implicitly representing the dependence of
nitrogen availability on the microbial activity in soil. Photosynthesis is parameterized as an exponentially decreasing
function of canopy depth with an asymptotic minimum
limit of 30% of the maximum efficiency, to take into account the vertical variation of the photosynthetic capacity
based on the leaf nitrogen content. Leaf onset and senescence are calculated, depending on the PFT, by applying
warmth and/or moisture stress criteria to the meteorological conditions. Carbon allocation to leaves, and to other
compartments such as roots and sapwood, depends on
external constraints such as temperature, moisture, or light.
The ORCHIDEE model has been widely used to assess the transient impacts of climate change on the global
or regional water and carbon cycles (Vérant et al. 2004;
Ngo-Duc et al. 2005a,b; Ciais et al. 2005; Piao et al. 2007).
The seasonal cycles of energy and water exchanges and
carbon fluxes from the ORCHIDEE model have been

extensively calibrated and validated against eddy covariance data from a number of field sites (Krinner et al. 2005;
Morales et al. 2005). The interannual variability in LAI
over the recent period is also realistically represented
when compared to satellite-derived data (Piao et al. 2006).
A summary of the similarities and dissimilarities of the
IBIS and ORCHIDEE vegetation models is presented in
Table 1.

3. Design of numerical experiments
We chose to test the effects of vegetation dynamics on
long-term climate variability for preindustrial conditions.
We performed two simulations of the global climate with
each model: one in which vegetation cover is predicted
and interacts with climate, and the other with the vegetation cover fixed. We will refer to the first simulations as
the dynamic vegetation simulations (DYN) and the second simulations as the fixed vegetation simulations (FIX).
We chose to impose fixed climatological sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) to isolate the effects of vegetation
dynamics on the atmosphere. We used the average seasonal cycle of the period 1870–99 from the Hadley Centre
Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST)
dataset (Rayner et al. 2003). Using fixed SSTs allows us to
remove the interannual variability associated with the
ocean and to guarantee that the differences in climate
variability between dynamic and fixed vegetation simulations are due only to the interaction between the dynamic
vegetation cover and the atmosphere. We are aware that
by prescribing SSTs we miss the coupled land–ocean–
atmosphere interactions that play a role in climate variability (see, e.g., Alessandri and Navarra 2008). However,
we are confident that by isolating the sole effect of vegetation dynamics on atmospheric variability we can capture
some major mechanisms by which vegetation dynamics
affect long- (short-) term variability, even though the
magnitude of the simulated influence may be under- (over-)
estimated compared to the coupled atmosphere–ocean–
vegetation system.
Both models were first run to equilibrium for
preindustrial conditions [modern orbital conditions,
1365 W m22 solar constant, 280 ppmv of CO2, 760 ppb of
CH4, 270 ppb of N2O, and no CFCs; see for instance
Solomon et al. (2007, chapter 2)] in dynamic vegetation mode. We ran CCM3–IBIS for 400 yr using as initial conditions the vegetation distribution simulated by
an unpublished 200-yr preindustrial run. The LMDz–
ORCHIDEE model was run for 980 yr starting from bare
ground. We used the last 300 yr of each run for our analyses. The LMDz–ORCHIDEE model had to be run longer than CCM3–IBIS to reach equilibrium partly because
ORCHIDEE started from bare earth (while IBIS started
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TABLE 1. Main processes accounted for in both DGVMs. The major differences identified are highlighted in boldface.
Characteristics
Biogeography

DGVM
No. of natural PFTs
No. of vegetation layers

12
Two: high and low

Subgrid-scale heterogeneity

Two homogeneous canopies
with a mix of up to eight
(four) PFTs for the upper
(lower) canopies
Darcy’s law and heat
equation solved in six layers

Soil physics

Canopy physics

Canopy physiology

10 (excluding bare ground)
One (herbaceous type cannot
be shaded by trees)
Separate tile for each PFT (all
PFTs can coexist within the
same grid cell)

Two-stream approximation
for two canopies

Energy balance

Separate energy balance for
two canopies and soil

Photosynthesis

Farquhar et al. (1980);
Collatz et al. (1992);
Collatz et al. (1991) for
stomatal conductance
20 min
Shape of seasonal cycle
based on climate (Botta
et al. 2000); peak LAI per
PFT results from previous
year’s carbon balance in
DYN mode
Daily
Not represented; all PFTs
can grow anywhere if within
bioclimatic limits
Solely based on PFT carbon balance
Constant fraction of living biomass
Yearly

Establishment

Growth
Mortality
Time step
Perturbations
Other model characteristics

ORCHIDEE

Radiation

Time step for all above
Phenology

Time step
Vegetation dynamics

IBIS

Fire
Main surface
variables (derived
from prognostically
computed biomass
pools)
Fixed vegetation mode

None
LAI for each PFT; upper and
lower canopy coverage;
upper and lower canopy
height; derived parameters
(albedo, roughness length etc.)
Fixed vegetation coverage
Fixed mix of PFT; fixed peak
LAI per PFT
Fixed carbon pools

with a reasonable vegetation map), and calculated annual
fires (section 2) that impacted the fraction of PFTs and
slowed down the establishment of equilibrium vegetation.
In the fixed-vegetation simulations, we imposed on the
coupled atmosphere–vegetation models a constant vegetation cover obtained by averaging the vegetation characteristics of the last 50 yr of the corresponding dynamic
vegetation run. Both models were run for 200 yr in FIX
mode and the last 150 yr were analyzed.

Two layers (Ducoudré et al.
1993; de Rosnay and
Polcher 1998)
Two-stream approximation
per PFT to compute surface
albedo
Only one energy budget per
grid cell based on the
averaged surface albedo
Farquhar et al. (1980);
Collatz et al. (1992);
Ball et al. (1987) for
stomatal conductance
30 min
Leaf onset and senescence
climatically based following
Botta et al. (2000); foliar
growth results from carbon
balance and allocation
Daily
As in LPJ (Sitch et al. 2003)

LPJ (based on allometric relations)
Constant fraction of living biomass
Updated daily but smoothed
by preceding year’s values
Based on Thonicke et al. (2001)
LAI; roughness length;
surface albedo; maximum
vegetation coverage

Fixed vegetation coverage;
variable peak LAI per PFT
based on the carbon cycle;
computation of all carbon pools

Fixed vegetation has a somewhat different meaning in
the two coupled AGCM–vegetation models. In the case
of CCM3–IBIS, prescribing the vegetation means that
the relative abundance of the 12 plant functional types is
fixed in each grid cell. All the carbon pools are identical
from one year to the next, and the annual mean vegetation cover and the peak LAI reached during the year are
constant. Budburst, leaf growth, and senescence, however, still depend on the climate during the course of the
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year. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle of LAI is thus
identical each year, but its shape varies from year to year
according to the climate. This variability in the seasonal
cycle of leaf display affects the atmosphere. At shorter
time scales (hourly, daily), vegetation also reacts directly
to changes in the atmosphere. For example, transpiration
is reduced in periods of drought. Feedbacks between the
vegetation and the atmosphere are thus not completely
neglected: they are taken into account at short time scales
(hourly daily) and during the seasonal cycle of leaf phenology, but not for year-to-year variations in canopy
cover and vegetation structure. In the case of LMDz–
ORCHIDEE, short time scales are also taken into account
but, contrary to CCM3–IBIS, carbon pools are updated
each day even when the vegetation cover is prescribed
(Krinner et al. 2005). The fractional cover and the maximum LAI of a PFT do not change from year to year, but
depending on the carbon cycle, the maximum LAI might
not necessarily be reached. Therefore, in contrast to
CCM3–IBIS, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of LAI
may vary from year to year.

4. Mean state and variability of climate and
vegetation
a. Climate
The mean climate simulated by CCM3–IBIS in this
study is very similar to the one described in Delire et al.
(2003, Fig. 2), despite the higher resolution (T42 instead of
T31) and differing conditions (preindustrial versus present
day). Therefore, we only briefly present it here; maps and
details can be found in Delire et al. (2003). Compared to
the present-day climatology from New et al. (2002), the
model tends to underestimate the boreal summer 2-m
temperature in Alaska and Siberia, while overestimating
it in Greenland, the United States, eastern Canada, the
Mediterranean region, and the Amazon. Boreal winter is
characterized by an overall warm bias over the mid- to high
northern latitudes and a cold bias around the North Atlantic. Precipitation amounts are overestimated in Africa,
the Arabian Peninsula, and central China, and underestimated in the southern United States, northern South
America, around the Gulf of Guinea, and Indonesia.
The mean climate simulated in this study by LMDz–
ORCHIDEE is similar to the preindustrial climate simulation for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s
(IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) without dynamic vegetation (information online at http://dods.
ipsl.jussieu.fr/omamce/IPSLCM4/DocIPSLCM4/FILES/
DocIPSLCM4_color.pdf). Precipitation is too low over
northern India, northern Australia, and most of South
America, while it is too great in central Africa, the Indonesian Archipelago, central China, Alaska, and the

Andes. Temperatures in boreal winter are too cold over
most land areas with the exception of Alaska, northeast
Siberia, the Andes, and a band stretching from the Mediterranean Sea to Lake Baikal. In boreal summer, the
model tends to simulate an overall warm bias over
North America and Eurasia, and over the Amazon Basin.
Southeastern South America, most of Africa, China, and
Australia are too cold. Maps and details can be found on
the Web site cited above.

b. Mean vegetation distribution
The vegetation in equilibrium with these two simulated climates is presented in Fig. 1 together with the
observations derived from the 1982–94 Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) dataset and
analyzed by DeFries et al. (2000). We show the mean
foliage projected cover (FPC) for the last 50 yr of each
DYN run. The FPC is defined as the fraction f occupied
by the PFT in the grid cell multiplied by a function of its
LAI: f [12exp(2k 3 LAI)]. The function represents the
fraction of radiation transmitted by the canopy according to Beer’s law with an extinction coefficient k. The
ability of the offline versions of the vegetation models
to represent the geographic patterns of vegetation has
been discussed earlier [Kucharik et al. (2000) for IBIS
and Krinner et al. (2005) for ORCHIDEE]. Delire et al.
(2003) also compared the impacts of coupling land and
atmosphere on the simulated vegetation for present-day
climate conditions and highlighted the areas where discrepancies in the simulated atmospheric variables are
amplified by dynamic vegetation.
The two models simulate the gross features of the distribution of vegetation types on the surface of the earth:
evergreen and deciduous forests in the northern mid- to
high latitudes, and evergreen forests around the equator
with deciduous forests surrounding them in the case of
CCM3–IBIS. In LMDz–ORCHIDEE there are very few
deciduous trees in the tropics, and they are collocated
with evergreen forests. Grasses (together with shrubs in the
case of CCM3–IBIS) are found in the Arctic, the western
United States, the Mediterranean, and the Middle East; as
well as in the Sahel; and in Australia. The sum of tree,
grass, and shrub FPCs never exceeds one in LMDz–
ORCHIDEE while it can exceed this value in the case of
CCM3–IBIS, which allows two canopy layers to coexist
(grasses and shrubs in the lower canopy and trees in the
upper canopy).
Both models tend to underestimate low vegetation cover
compared to DeFries et al. (2000). One obvious reason is
that human activity was not taken into account in these
model simulations while the DeFries et al. dataset reflects
the state of the vegetation between 1983 and 1994 and
includes croplands and pastures in the low vegetation
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FIG. 1. (left) Fraction of vegetation cover deduced from AVHRR satellite data shown at 18 3 18 resolution (DeFries et al. 2000), and
mean radiative foliage projected cover simulated by (middle) CCM3–IBIS and (right) LMDz–ORCHIDEE, for (top) evergreen trees,
(middle) deciduous trees, and (bottom) grasses plus shrubs.

category. Additionally, vegetation cover may be overestimated in arid regions by the DeFries et al. product
(Tian et al. 2004; Zeng et al. 2000).
The models present biases in the simulated vegetation.
Some biases are due to the vegetation model itself while
others result from the atmospheric model and can be enhanced by feedbacks between vegetation and the atmosphere (Delire et al. 2003). CCM3–IBIS underestimates
forest cover in Alaska and northeast Siberia and favors
deciduous trees at the expense of evergreen trees in most
of the temperate and boreal forests of Eurasia and North
America. The lack of forest cover in northern Siberia
and Alaska is linked to a cold bias simulated by the atmospheric model in the summer over these regions (Delire
et al. 2002, 2003). On the other hand, the dominance of
deciduous trees at the expense of evergreens in temperate and boreal forests is due to the vegetation model
IBIS. We obtain the same bias when IBIS is forced by
observed climate data (see Delire et al. 2003, Fig. 3) and
is partly due to an imperfect representation of deciduous
leaf phenology (Givnish 2002).

The LMDz–ORCHIDEE model tends to overestimate
forest cover at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. The model simulates deciduous forest in the
Arctic northwest of Hudson Bay and in northeast Siberia
because a small warm bias in the summer months in the
atmospheric model allows the tree line to move north.
The higher tree cover feeds back to the climate and
enhances the original bias. Like CCM3–IBIS, LMDz–
ORCHIDEE simulates more deciduous than evergreen
trees in the temperate and boreal forests of Eurasia and
North America. But here the bias cannot be traced to the
vegetation model (as with CCM3–IBIS). Indeed, when
forced with the observed climatology, ORCHIDEE tends
to overestimate the area covered with evergreen trees and
underestimate the deciduous forest in the mid- to high
northern latitudes (cf. Krinner et al. 2005).
In the tropics, CCM3–IBIS overestimates forest cover
in Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. The simulated lush
vegetation in the Arabian Peninsula with CCM3–IBIS
is a result of a positive precipitation bias in the atmospheric model that is enhanced by vegetation feedbacks
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FIG. 2. Standard deviation of the mean foliage projected cover simulated by (left) CCM3–IBIS and (right) LMDz–ORCHIDEE, for (top)
evergreen trees, (middle) deciduous trees, and (bottom) grasses plus shrubs.

(Delire et al. 2003). The LMDz–ORCHIDEE model
underestimates convective activity over South America
(Hourdin et al. 2006). The simulated precipitation is too
weak year round over the Amazon Basin to sustain a
tropical rain forest. As a result, a mix of C3 and C4 grasses
covers the basin, which further enhances the original
negative precipitation bias.
The lack of an Amazon rain forest is a fairly common
problem in coupled atmosphere–ocean–vegetation models.
Thompson et al. (2004) using CCM3–IBIS coupled to a
dynamic ocean model had to incorporate a precipitation
correction method to sustain the Amazonian forest under
present-day climate conditions. Similarly, Cox et al. (2000)
simulated a complete loss of the Amazonian forest by 2050
using a coupled atmosphere–ocean–vegetation model,
which indicates a strong sensitivity of the model in that
region.

c. Interannual variability of vegetation distribution
The interannual variability of the simulated radiative fractions is similar in magnitude in both models.
The slightly higher values with LMDz–ORCHIDEE
(Fig. 2) are partly due to the fire parameterization, not
included in IBIS. The standard deviation is, for both
models, less for trees than for grasses, and less for evergreen trees than for deciduous ones. In most regions it
is below 5% for trees and it can reach 10%–20% for
grasses. These numbers compare favorably with the interannual variability of PFT fractions derived from the
1982–94 AVHRR dataset by DeFries et al. (2000, their
Fig. 6). In locations with no anthropogenic land cover
changes, the woody vegetation has a standard deviation
of less than 10%. For grasses and shrubs it ranges from
7% to 13%.
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FIG. 3. Power spectra of the precipitation and temperature area averaged over land. (left) Results simulated by
CCM3–IBIS with DYN and with FIX compared to the CRU dataset (New et al. 2000). (right) Results simulated by
LMDz–ORCHIDEE with DYN, with FIX, and with FixLAI compared to the CRU dataset.

This interannual variability encompasses changes in
both the amplitude and the seasonal cycle of the leaf area
index for individual PFTs and in the changes in PFT
composition. The higher interannual variability of grasses
is due to their fast response time. Forest succession occurs at longer time scales, which reduces the interannual
variability of tree PFTs.

5. Effects of vegetation dynamics on long-term
climate variability
a. Spectral analysis
We calculated the power spectra of the monthly precipitation and reference height temperature simulated
by the two models (Fig. 3). We first removed the average

seasonal cycle and computed the area average of the
local land spectra for the DYN and FIX experiments.
As a reference, we plotted the power spectrum of observed precipitation and temperature from the Climate
Research Unit (CRU) dataset (New et al. 2000), which
covers 1901–98. The dataset was linearly detrended and
resampled to the horizontal spatial resolution of the
models. Temperature and precipitation from the CRU
dataset include the feedback from the ocean and the
vegetation over the twentieth century. As such, they are
not directly comparable with our model results, which
were obtained with fixed SSTs for the preindustrial period and do not include the interannual variability of
the ocean. Hence, we expect the variability of our model
results to be weaker than the CRU data at long time
scales and stronger at short time scales. The ocean acts
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as a long-term reservoir, dampening fast variations in the
atmosphere and favoring long-term ones (see, e.g., Ghil
2002). As expected, both models, with and without vegetation dynamics, tend to underestimate the variability of
temperature and precipitation at time scales longer than
about 20 months (40 months for temperatures with LMDz)
and overestimate the variability at smaller time scales.
When comparing the DYN and FIX simulations, the
two models simulate an increase in the variability of precipitation and temperature at time scales larger than about
2 yr. This is in agreement with previous work (Delire et al.
2004; Wang et al. 2004), and confirms that changes in
vegetation cover enhance the low-frequency variability
of the atmosphere by adding a memory to the climate
system. However, the increase in variance is much larger
with CCM3–IBIS than with LMDz–ORCHIDEE. This
partly results from the way the ‘‘fixed vegetation’’ module
works in both models: the amplitude of the annual cycle of
the LAI varies from year to year with LMDz–ORCHIDEE
and is fixed with CCM3–IBIS (section 3, Table 1). The
fractional cover of vegetation is the only thing that
remains fixed in the FIX case with LMDz–ORCHIDEE.
This allows for more feedbacks at interannual time scales
between the vegetation and the atmosphere and a higher
variance of the FIX case than with CCM3–IBIS. As a
result, the difference between the power spectra of the
DYN and FIX cases with LMDz–ORCHIDEE is smaller
than with CCM3–IBIS.
As a test, we use an existing preindustrial simulation
of LMDz–ORCHIDEE at the same resolution in which
the LAI is fixed monthly (Fig. 3, the FixLAI curve). In
FixLAI, there is no interannual variability in LAI at all.
As expected, the difference in variance between the DYN
and FixLAI modes is larger and more comparable to the
one obtained with CCM3–IBIS, especially for precipitation. These results indicate that a large part of the vegetation dynamics is already included in the seasonal and
interannual cycles of leaves. Therefore, letting the models
calculate this variable is already a step toward a more
realistic representation of the interactions between land
and atmosphere.
The peak around 1 yr in the variance of the precipitation and, to a lesser extent temperature, simulated by
CCM3–IBIS results from the dynamic vegetation module
being called once a year in IBIS (Table 1). During the
course of the year the plants assimilate carbon into the
model but the fractional coverage of each PFT remains
constant. At the end of each year, the carbon balance of
each PFT is used to predict its fractional coverage and its
peak LAI for the following year. This imposed annual
change creates an unrealistic feedback to the atmosphere and the resulting peak in the precipitation variance. ORCHIDEE on the other hand calls its vegetation

dynamics module once a day, and it is forced with a
smoothed annual cycle of all forcing variables. This results
in a smoother transition from year to year and the power
spectrum in the DYN case does not present an annual
peak.

b. Mechanisms enhancing the long-term variability
Delire et al. (2004) showed with CCM3–IBIS that
feedback mechanisms between the vegetation and the
atmosphere could explain the increased long-term variability of the atmosphere. The regions with persistent precipitation anomalies (hence increased long-term variability)
correspond to transition zones between different ecosystems, like the Sahel. These regions present long-term
variability in peak LAI and high correlation between the
peak LAI of 1 yr and the precipitation of the subsequent
year. Precipitation anomalies trigger long-term responses
in the vegetation that feed back to the climate through
biophysical processes. Changes in LAI that happen at short
and long time scales affect the physical characteristics of
the land surface such as albedo, roughness, soil moisture
content, and evapotranspiration rates. Because these
characteristics affect the energy and water fluxes toward
the atmosphere above, and because they change at short
and long time scales following LAI, they introduce longterm variability into the atmosphere (precipitation as
shown in Delire et al. (2004) and temperature as shown
here).
The mechanisms are the same with LMDz–ORCHIDEE.
Rogard (2009) performed offline runs with the ORCHIDEE
dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) forced by
climate data to analyze how vegetation dynamics affect
the persistence of soil moisture anomalies. Wet and dry
initial soil moisture conditions were imposed and the
model was run in DYN and FIX modes over the Amazon
basin and the Sahel. In each case (wet and dry, Amazon
and Sahel), the initial soil moisture anomaly persists
longer when vegetation dynamics are included. This
enhanced soil moisture memory is due to slow changes in
vegetation cover in response to the initial soil moisture
anomaly. These slow changes modify the water and energy fluxes from the surface to the atmosphere and feed
back to the soil moisture.

6. Are the simulated vegetation–atmosphere
feedbacks of reasonable magnitude?
Having confirmed that vegetation dynamics do enhance the long-term variability of both temperature and
precipitation in our two models, we now investigate the
realism of this modeled response. Unrealistic feedbacks
(by one or more order of magnitude) between the vegetation and the atmosphere would cast a doubt on the
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validity of this conclusion. Although it is difficult from the
observations in the atmospheric record to separate the
respective impacts of vegetation and of ocean feedbacks,
Frankignoul et al. (1998) developed a methodology for
quantifying the feedback of the ocean to the atmosphere.
Liu et al. (2006, hereafter L06) and Notaro et al. (2006)
have adapted this method to assess the strength of the
feedback from the vegetation to the atmosphere from
the observations. L06 propose a parameter l that gives a
measure of the feedback efficiency of the vegetation on
the atmosphere. Here, l is given by the lagged covariance
between a slow vegetation variable V(t) and a fast atmospheric variable A(t), assuming vegetation leads the
atmosphere, divided by the lagged autocovariance of the
vegetation variable V(t):
l5

hV(t  t), A(t)i
,
hV(t  t), V(t)i

for

t . 0,

where the angle brackets denote the covariance, t is time,
and t is the lag. The feedback parameter is computed as
the weighted average from the first three lags (weights of
1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 for lags of 1, 2, and 3 months, respectively). The fraction of explained variance is computed as
the variance of the part of the atmospheric signal that
responds to a change in vegetation lV(t) divided by the
variance of the whole atmospheric signal:
s2 [lV(t)]
,
s2 [A(t)]
where s2 denotes the variance. As a proxy for vegetation
activity, L06 chose the fraction of photosynthetically
active radiation (FPAR) derived from the NDVI.
We applied this method to our simulations and qualitatively compared our results to the ones derived from
the observations of L06. Quantitative comparison is more
difficult because 1) our protocol simulates the preindustrial
period with fixed climatological SSTs and natural vegetation, while L06 analyzed the end of the twentieth century
and included both climate and land-use changes, and 2)
there are few statistically significant regions in the observations due to the shortness of the NDVI dataset. In
ORCHIDEE, FPAR is calculated as the foliage projected
cover (section 4). This often-used approximation neglects
the vegetation albedo. FPAR is calculated by the radiation code in IBIS but was not saved. We then used the
foliage projected cover as in ORCHIDEE.

a. Feedback on temperature and explained variance
Both of the models used in this study simulate a positive feedback parameter of vegetation on temperature
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in the mid- to high latitudes (Figs. 4 and 5), in agreement
with L06 (Fig. 12 of their paper). Most values range from
0.058 to 28C(0.1FPAR)21 in absolute value. These positive
values result from the well-known snow–albedo feedback documented in observations (see, e.g., Chapin et al.
2005) and simulations [see, e.g., Snyder et al. (2004a),
Strengers et al. (2010), or Bonan (2002) and Foley et al.
(2003) for a review]. When vegetation cover increases
(especially trees and shrubs), it partially masks the snow
on the ground. The albedo is reduced, and the amount of
solar energy reflected to space decreases (mostly in fall
and spring). As a result, the available energy and surface
temperature increase, thereby favoring the growth of
vegetation. Negative values of the feedback parameter
are simulated as well as observed in semiarid regions like
the Sahel, the Middle East, the North American southwest,
and parts of Australia. The feedback is smaller in absolute
value [less than 18C (0.1 FPAR)21] than the observed and
simulated values in the high latitudes. This negative feedback involves transpiration. When vegetation cover increases in semiarid regions, transpiration tends to increase,
cooling the surface directly through the release of latent
heat, and indirectly by humidifying the atmosphere and
favoring convection. Grasses and shrubs are the main PFTs
in these negative feedback regions [spatial correlation between the mean FPC of grasses and the feedback parameter between 608S and 408N equals 20.5 with CCM3–IBIS
and 20.4 with LMDz–ORCHIDEE).
There is a greater discrepancy between the models
over the equatorial regions. The LMDz–ORCHIDEE
model almost consistently simulates a negative feedback
of the vegetation on surface temperature, except in the
evergreen forests of central Africa, while in CCM3–IBIS
positive feedbacks are simulated in large regions of Africa,
South America, and the Indonesian Archipelago. In that
respect CCM3–IBIS behaves more like the observations,
although as mentioned by L06, there are few statistically
significant zones in the equatorial regions. This observed
positive feedback in the equatorial regions has not been
explained yet. With CCM3–IBIS, the positive feedback
is due to the behavior of the canopy radiation transfer
scheme when LAI is greater than six. Contrary to what
happens when LAI is less than six, the radiation code
simulates a small increase (;0.001) in albedo for a small
increase (;0.2) in LAI. Because incoming solar radiation
is great in this region, this very small increase in albedo
results in a decrease in net radiation that is sufficient to
increase the monthly average surface air temperature by
0.18C through decreased latent cooling. Tropical evergreen and to a lesser extent drought deciduous forests
are located in the regions with these positive feedbacks
in the observations, with CCM3–IBIS and in Africa with
LMDz–ORCHIDEE.
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FIG. 4. (top) The vegetation feedback parameter, (middle) percent of monthly temperature
variance explained (in the statistical sense) by the vegetation–temperature feedback, and
(bottom) regions that are statistically significant over 90% using a Monte Carlo bootstrap
technique for monthly temperature anomalies simulated by CCM3–IBIS. Regions with very
small autocorrelations of vegetation are masked out.

The negative feedback from LMDz–ORCHIDEE can
partly be explained by the anomalous dry conditions
simulated in the equatorial regions (section 4a). The vegetation (mainly grasses; Fig. 1) is seasonally water limited.
Seasonal and interannual changes in latent heat flux are
larger than in humid tropical regions and impact the surface temperature, as they do in semiarid regions. Conversely, the positive feedback simulated by CCM3–IBIS
over the Arabian Peninsula or southern Africa is due to
the wet bias of the model in these regions (section 4a).
The feedback-induced variance s2[lTV(t)] calculated
by L06 explains (in the statistical sense) over 20% of the

total observed temperature variance in large areas of the
mid- to high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. In
the rest of the world, the feedback-induced variance
does not exceed 10% of the variance. Model-explained
variances are smaller, especially in the high latitudes.
They range from 1% to 10% of the total temperature
variance in most regions of the world. The value of 20% is
only reached in some isolated regions instead of the large
areas located around the Arctic as observed. This is the
result of the exaggerated interannual variability simulated by both models in the Arctic regions (not shown),
and can be attributed in part to the lack of oceanic and
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for monthly temperature anomalies simulated by LMDz–ORCHIDEE.

sea ice feedbacks. Indeed, oceanic feedbacks tend to
dampen variability at interannual time scales while increasing variability at longer time scales (e.g., Ghil
2002).

b. Feedback on precipitation and explained variance
The feedback of vegetation on precipitation is much
more difficult to interpret in the data (L06). There are
very few statistically significant regions and the areas with
positive and negative feedback parameters cannot be
easily linked to a particular latitude band, climate regime,
or vegetation type. An exception seems to be the grasslands and shrublands of northeast Brazil, eastern Africa,
eastern Asia, the U.S. Great Plains, northern Australia,

and parts of central Europe, which are linked to weak
positive feedbacks from the vegetation to the atmosphere
in the dataset.
Both models simulate a weak positive feedback over
most land areas (Figs. 6 and 7) in disagreement with the
observations. There are few and, in the case of LMDz–
ORCHIDEE, extremely isolated exceptions to this positive
feedback. CCM3–IBIS simulates some negative feedback
regions in the Amazon Basin, the Congo Basin, Indonesia
and eastern China, and northeast Siberia. The mostly
positive feedback can be fairly easily explained in the
models, especially in semiarid areas. As the vegetation
foliage and cover increase, so does transpiration. Increased vegetation cover and foliage result in decreased
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for monthly precipitation anomalies simulated by CCM3–IBIS.

albedo and the available energy is also increased. With
more energy, and more latent heat flux, convection is
favored. This positive feedback linking increased fractional cover by vegetation to decreased albedo and increased transpiration has been largely reported upon
in modeling studies, starting with Charney’s hypothesis.
In the high latitudes, the same chain of processes happens but the effects on transpiration are restricted to the
growing season. During the rest of the year, the increase
in albedo due to the above-mentioned snow–albedo
feedback pattern plays the major role and acts mostly on
temperature [see Snyder et al. (2004b) for a detailed
description of the feedbacks in the different climates].
The percentage of precipitation variance explained by
the vegetation feedback is very small in most regions of

the world for both models. This is mostly due to the high
variance of the monthly precipitation. The regions were
it is higher than 1% tend to coincide with the regions of
increased persistence of precipitation anomalies identified
in Delire et al. 2004. They also correspond with the regions of intense atmosphere and land surface coupling
identified by Koster et al. (2002) and the regions that experienced abrupt changes in rainfall during the twentieth
century as diagnosed by Narisma et al. (2007).

c. Influence of scale on the vegetation feedback
L06 found that the intensity of the feedback and the
fraction of explained variance tend to increase with increasing spatial and temporal scales. The global mean of the
feedback efficiency on temperature and on precipitation
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for monthly precipitation anomalies simulated by LMDz–ORCHIDEE.

more than doubles when going from monthly to yearly
data. Although changes in phenology happen at the
seasonal time scale, competition between plant types
resulting in succession is a slower process happening at
time scales of a few years to several decades. The effects
of the slower processes might be overshadowed by the
fast ones when looking only at monthly results. The increase in explained variance is even more dramatic,
from about 2% to ;40% when going from monthly to
yearly data. As mentioned by L06 though, these results
are largely speculative due to the shortness of the satellite record.
This is not an issue with the models. In agreement with
the observations, the global land average of the feedback efficiency and the fraction of explained variance

are larger with yearly rather than monthly data for both
models (Table 2). The increase in feedback efficiency
ranges from 25% to 150% (columns 1 and 3). The increase
in the fraction of the vegetation feedback explained variance is even more pronounced, with a fourfold increase for
the vegetation–temperature feedback and a 10–20-fold
increase for the vegetation–precipitation feedback (columns 2 and 4). In the case of precipitation, the large increase in the fraction of feedback explained the variance
is mostly due to the much smaller variance of the precipitation at yearly compared to monthly time scales. The
overall geographic distribution of the feedback efficiency
is similar to that deduced from monthly data with both
models for both temperature and precipitation (not
shown).
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TABLE 2. Global land average of the vegetation feedback efficiency (in absolute values) and magnitude of the feedback-explained
variances simulated by CCM3–IBIS and LMDz–ORCHIDEE. Units are in 8C.(0.1 FPAR)21 for the vegetation–temperature feedback and cm month21 (0.1 FPAR)21 for the vegetation–precipitation feedback. The results are given for monthly and yearly binned
data.

CCM3–IBIS
LMDz–ORCHIDEE

jlT j

s2(jlT FPARj)/s2(T)

jlPj

s2(jlPFPARj)/s2(P)

0.4/0.5
0.3/0.4

5/21
5/22

0.4/0.6
0.4/1.0

1/9
1/24

d. Discussion
The fairly realistic feedback parameters in large regions
of the globe (same order of magnitude as the observations) support our hypothesis that vegetation dynamics
may enhance climate variability. Our conclusions differ
from those of Crucifix et al. (2005), who found a very
weak impact of vegetation dynamics on climate variability in their HadSM3 simulations. Several explanations are
possible. Among other things, HadSM3 is coupled to a
‘‘slab ocean’’ with prescribed spatially and seasonally
varying heat fluxes while we have imposed fixed climatological SSTs. The use of a slab ocean could affect the
variability of the atmosphere and overshadow the effects of vegetation. More importantly, as suggested by
Crucifix et al. (2005) and confirmed by Koster et al. (2002,
2006) HadSM3 has a fairly weak coupling strength between the land surface and the atmosphere compared to
other models. A similar change in land surface conditions
(soil moisture in the Koster et al. studies) has a weaker
impact on the atmosphere with HAdSM3 than with other
models. This weak soil moisture–atmosphere feedback
most likely translates into weak vegetation–atmosphere
feedbacks since soil moisture and vegetation affect the
atmosphere through similar feedback processes. A feedback analysis of Crucifix et al.’s (2005) simulations might
have shown weaker than observed feedbacks, confirming the weak land surface–atmosphere coupling strength
hypothesis.

7. Summary and conclusions
In this paper we compared how two different coupled
climate–vegetation models simulate the effects of vegetation dynamics on climate variability. We performed two
sets of simulations of the preindustrial climate with both
coupled climate–vegetation models, using fixed climatological sea surface temperatures: one set taking into account vegetation cover dynamics and the other keeping
the vegetation cover fixed.
To cite just a few differences between the models,
CCM3 is a spectral model while LMDz is a Cartesian grid
based model, and the vegetation cover with IBIS is represented by a homogeneous mix of several PFTs in two
canopies over the whole grid cell while ORCHIDEE

represents a mosaic of PFTs as a single canopy layer in
separate tiles. The mean climate and vegetation simulated by the two models for the preindustrial period are
quite different in some regions of the world. Overall,
LMDz–ORCHIDEE tends to simulate more forests in
the northern high latitudes while CCM3–IBIS tends to
simulate more forests in the tropics.
Despite these differences between the mean climate
and vegetation, our spectral analysis of the precipitation
and temperature fields over land shows that for both
models vegetation dynamics enhance the low-frequency
variability of the biosphere–atmosphere system at time
scales from a few years to a century. This is in agreement
with our previous results (Delire et al. 2004) and with the
results of Wang et al. (2004), and confirms that vegetation dynamics introduce a long-term memory into the
climate system by slowly modifying the physical characteristics of the land surface (albedo, evapotranspiration, roughness). With LMDz–ORCHIDEE we also
showed that the seasonal and interannual cycles of leaves
alone enhance the variability of the system. Letting the
models calculate this variable but keeping the vegetation
cover fixed, as is done in most IPCC coupled climate
models, is therefore a step toward a realistic representation of the interactions between land and atmosphere.
To evaluate the realism of these simulated feedback
processes in our models, we used Liu et al.’s (2006) approach to statistically estimate the efficiency of the vegetation feedback on the temperature and precipitation
for both models and compared them to the feedback
calculated from observations. Our analysis shows that the
models simulate feedbacks of the right signs and orders
of magnitude over large regions of the globe at monthly
time scales: positive feedback on temperature in the midto high latitudes, negative feedback in semiarid regions,
and positive feedback on precipitation in semiarid regions. The models tend to underestimate the fraction of
variance of the temperature and precipitation explained
by the vegetation feedback, especially in the Arctic. As
with the observations, the fraction of variance explained
by the vegetation feedback increases with the temporal
scale. This is also true to a lesser extent for the feedback
efficiency itself. Most of the disagreement between models
and between the models and the observations occurs in
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the tropics where oceans play a dominant role in climate
variability. Alessandri and Navarra (2008) showed for
instance that the component of rainfall variability that is
forced by vegetation is dominated by an oscillation related to ENSO. Our chosen experimental setup (fixed
SSTs) might explain the poor agreement between the
model and the observations in the tropics.
The statistical feedback analysis has several limitations.
Among others, first, we cannot test the realism of the
simulated feedbacks at decadal to century time scales due
to the shortness of the FPAR time series. Second, Liu
et al.’s (2006) method is based on linear statistics and does
not adequately represent nonlinear feedback processes.
Despite these caveats, this feedback efficiency analysis
shows that the coupled models simulate the biophysical
interactions reasonably well at time scales of up to a few
years.
We did not include managed ecosystems in our study
of the preindustrial period. Pasture and agriculture are
likely to affect the variability of the climate, especially
during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries (Wang and
Eltahir 2000b; Cook et al. 2009). Many other processes
affecting the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems are not
represented in these models and could modulate the
variability of the climate–biosphere system. Some processes (like PFT competition) are also represented in
fairly coarse ways. We did not include the biogeochemical
interactions between vegetation and the atmosphere. The
exchange of CO2 between the land and the atmosphere
through photosynthesis and respiration, for instance, is
bound to affect climate variability by directly changing
the radiative balance of the atmosphere but also by affecting the competition between species. To isolate the
effects of vegetation dynamics, we imposed fixed sea surface temperatures, thereby preventing any interaction
with the oceans known to influence climate variability
from interannual to centennial time scales.
Despite these caveats, we confirmed by using two very
different models that terrestrial ecosystems may play an
important role in enhancing the long-term variability of
the climate system. Terrestrial ecosystems provide a
‘‘memory’’ to the climate system, causing important
variations in the climate and ecological conditions on
long time scales.
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